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SUBFAIR RED-AND-BLACK WITH  A LIMIT

DAVID  C.  HEATH,  WILLIAM  E.   PRUITT1  AND  WILLIAM  D.  SUDDERTH2

Abstract. Suppose a gambler has an initial fortune in (0,1)

and wishes to reach 1. It is known that, for a subfair red-and-black

casino, the optimal strategy is always to bet min(/, 1 —/) whenever

the gambler's current fortune is/. Furthermore, the gambler should

likewise play boldly if there is a house limit z which is the reciprocal

of a positive integer; i.e., he should bet min(/", 1—f, z). We show

that if l/(«+l)<r<l//i for some integer n>3 or if z is irrational

and è<z<è, then bold play is not necessarily optimal.

1. Introduction. Consider the problem faced by a gambler who wishes

to obtain at least a certain fortune by wagering at fixed subfair odds on the

outcomes of independent repetitions of a random experiment. Coolidge

[1] stated:

The player's best chance of winning a certain sum at a dis-

advantageous game is to stake the sum that will bring him that

return in one play, or, if that be not allowed, to make always the

largest stake which the banker will accept.

In [2], Coolidge referred to this statement as the "fundamental theorem of

games of chance". The proof given by Coolidge is faulty, as was noticed by

Dubins and Savage [3, §1.3]. The conclusion that bold play is optimal is

nevertheless correct whenever there is no house limit [3, Chapter 5], and

remains valid even if there is a house limit of size l/«th of the desired goal,

as was shown by Aryeh Dvoretzky in 1963 (unpublished) and, independ-

ently, by Wilkins [4]. The result of this paper goes in the opposite direction

and states that for essentially all other limits, bold play need not be

optimal.

2. Red-and-black with a house limit. The notation and terminology

used below are largely taken from [3].
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Let 0<w<\, w= 1 — w, and z>0. Consider the gambling problem whose

set of fortunes, utility function, and available gambles are as follows:

F=[0, +00); u(J)= 1 or 0 according as/^1 or 0<j/<l; r„,,,(/)=

{wôif+s)+wôif-s):0^s^minif,z)}for all fe F. (Here d(f) denotes

the probability which assigns mass one to {/}.)

The gambler stakes s when he uses the gamble wô(f+s)+wô(f—s) at f.

The bold stake at /is defined by

sif) = min{fiz,l-f},   ¡fO</<l,

- 0, if/> 1.

A gambler uses the bold strategy or plays boldly if he stakes s(J) whenever

he has fortune/

Let QWiZif) be the probability that a gambler starting from/and playing

boldly reaches [1, co). We often write Qifi) for QW:ZiJ) when there is no

danger of ambiguity. After the first play, the gambler has f+s{f) or

f—sif) with probability w or w respectively. Thus

(1) Qif) = wQ(f + sif)) + wQif - siß)

for all/
By Theorems 2.12.1 and 2.14.1 of [3], the bold strategy is optimal at

every/if and only if Qif)^wQif+s)+wQif-s) for all/and for O^s^
min(/ z). By [4], the bold strategy is optimal for z=l]n, «=1, 2, • • • .

Theorem 1. Assume that either (i) l/(n+l)<z<l/w/or some integer

n^.3, or (ii) z is irrational and $<z<£. Then there is an fin (0, 1) and a

number b in (0, sif)) such that, for all positive w sufficiently close to zero,

(2) wQw_,(f +b) + wQw,zif ~b)> Qw,Af)-

ÇThat is, the strategy at f which first stakes b and then plays boldly is superior

to bold.)

Remark. The conclusion of the theorem also holds for infinitely many

rational z in (£, \), as can be seen from the proof. We conjecture that the

conclusion holds for all z in i\, \).

Proof of Theorem 1. First assume (i). Consider the fortune/* =

[l-(rc-l)z]/2+z. Notice that

(3) l-Çn- l)z + z/2 >/* > 1 - in - \)z > z.

Let k0 be the largest nonnegative integer k such that 2*<z(l — nz)~x. Then

choose e so that 0<£<4_1(nz— l)+2~(*0+2)z. Notice that (3) remains true

when/* is replaced by f*—2e. Set/=/* — £, b=z—e, and compare the

bold strategy at/to the timid strategy which first stakes b and then plays

boldly. After an initial loss, the timid player has /— ¿> = (1 — in— l)z)/2,
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the least fortune from which it is possible to reach 1 in n wins, but the bold

player has the strictly smaller fortune/— z. Now consider all other ways

either gambler can reach 1 with no more than n winning bets. Each can do

so with n— 1 wins in a row; with n wins and one loss at any time after the

first win and before the (n—2) win; or with «—2 wins in a row followed by

a loss, a win, some number of losses not exceeding k0, and then a final win.

There are no additional ways for either player to reach 1 with n or fewer

wins. Moreover, after some finite number M of plays, the bold gambler

starting from/must have reached 0 or 1 or have experienced at least

n+1 winning bets. Hence,

Qw.zW) = H'n"1 + (» - 2)wnw + wnw2 +-1- wnwk«+1 + 2Mwn+1.

Here, 2M is an upper bound on the number of paths up to time M and so

2Mwn+1 is an upper bound for the probability that the bold gambler

reaches 1 while experiencing at least n+1 wins. However, since the timid

player can reach 1 with n wins after an initial loss, his return is at least

w""1 + (n - l)wnw + wnw2 + ■ ■ ■ + wnwk°+1.

The conclusion of the theorem follows easily for this case.

Now assume J<z<| and z is irrational. Choose an integer k=2 so that

(l-z)2-k+z<l-z. Let f* = (l-z)2~k+z. Notice that after an initial

loss followed by k wins, the bold gambler starting from/* will exactly

reach 1 — z. The key to our argument is that he never reaches 1 —z after an

initial win. Some additional notation is needed for the proof.

By a path P is meant a finite sequence of wins and losses. For/e [0, 1],

and a path P, let P(f) be the fortune of a gambler who starts at /, plays

boldly, and experiences the sequence P of wins and losses. Let W and L

represent the paths of one win and one loss respectively. Then

W(J) = 2f, 0^f=z, L(f) = 0, 0<:f=z,
(4) =f+z,       z</Sl-z, =f~z, z=f=l-z,

= 1, l-zjg/rgl; -2/-1,       l-z</^l.

Lemma 1. For every path P, the function f->-P(f) from [0, 1] to [0, 1] is

continuous, monotonie increasing, and piecewise linear. Also, every linear

segment ofP(f) is of the form af+bz + c, where a, b, and c are integers.

Proof.    Easy by repeated application of (4).    [j

Lemma 2.    If a path P begins with a win, then P(f*)^l—z.

Proof. By Lemma 1 and the definition of/*, P(f*) = a.+ßz where a

and ß are rational. Since z is irrational, P(f*)=l—z only if a=l and
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/?= — 1. If F begins with a win, the coefficient ß of z is nonnegative how-

ever. To see this, notice that after the initial win, the gambler has fortune

2~k+(2—2~k)z so that the coefficient of z is strictly larger than 1. At the

next play, either the coefficient of z becomes and stays zero or it doubles

(see (4)). Next the coefficient may be reduced by one, but, if so, it must

either double or become permanently zero on the following play. And so

forth.    D
Consider the collection A of all paths P such that the number of wins

occurring in P does not exceed k and 1—z<F(/*)<l. Notice that the

paths along which the bold gambler starting from/* reaches 1 after at

most k+1 wins are exactly the paths in A followed by a final win.

Lemma 3.    A is finite.

Proof.   After some finite number of plays the bold gambler starting from

/* must have reached 0 or 1 or have experienced at least k+1 wins.    □

Now choose £>0 so that z</*—2e<l—z and

(5) P(f* - 2e) > 1 - z,   for every P in A.

This is possible by Lemmas 1 and 3. Let/=/* —e, and b=z—e. As in the

previous case, we compare the bold strategy at / to the timid strategy

which first stakes b and plays boldly thereafter. After an initial loss, the

timid player has fortune (1—z)/2*, the least fortune from which the goal

can be reached in k + 1 wins, but the bold player has a strictly smaller

fortune. After an initial win, the timid player has fortune f*+z—2s, the

same fortune that a bold player starting from/* — 2e would have following

an initial win. Thus the timid player's position after experiencing a path

F with an initial win is P(f*—2e). It follows from (5) that every path which

reaches 1 in at most k+\ wins for the bold player at/will do likewise for

the timid. Let r(w) be the probability the bold player reaches 1 with at

most k+\ wins. Then the bold return is less than or equal to r(w) + Kwk+2,

where K is a constant. However, the timid player's chance of reaching 1 is

at least wwk+l + r(w). The conclusion of the theorem follows.

Let Uwz be the utility of the gambling house Tw z [3, p. 25]. That is,

UWiZ(f) is the supremum over all strategies o available at/of the probability

under a of reaching I.

Corollary. Let z satisfy condition (i) or (ii) of Theorem 1. Then there

is a w in (0, .',) and a nonvoid open interval /£ (0, 1) such that, for every

(6) Q„,z(f) < U,,(f)-
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Proof. By Theorem 1, there exist/and w such that (6) holds. The

result follows since UWiZ is continuous [3, §4.3] and Qw z is monotonie.    □

Consider now, for fixed w and z, the set Bw , of fortunes in (0, 1) at

which the bold strategy is optimal. That is, Bw 2={/e (0, l):Qw 2(/)=

Let Bz=(~) {Bw,z:0<w<^}. As was mentioned before, if z=l/«, then

5Z=(0, 1). On the other hand, if z satisfies condition (i) or (ii), then, by

the corollary, some Bw z excludes an interval. Even if z^l/n, Bz need not

be empty. For example, if \<z<\, then ¿ 6 Bz. To see this, check that a

bold gambler starting from \ never leaves the set {0, \, §, 1} and thus his

strategy is not affected by the house limit. Hence, QW,M)=QW,1/2Q)=

tf*.i/«(i) (since M£i/î)^w.,(i)^Ô».*(i)- We have not been'able to

find elements in Bz for any z satisfying condition (i). The next result

affirms that, in this case, Bz is "small".

Theorem 2. If llin-\-l)<z<l¡n for some integer n^.3, then, for some

w in (0, \), Bm 2 has Lebesgue measure zero.

Proof. Let w and the interval / be as in the corollary and let C be the

complement of Bw z in (0, 1). If a gambler starting at/and playing boldly

reaches C, then it will not be optimal to continue playing boldly and so the

bold strategy is not optimal at/ In the notation of the proof of Theorem 1,

if, for some path P, P(J~) e C, then/e C. It is easy to see that, for some

nonempty open interval /£ (0, z) and some path P, P(./)ç/. Since /£ C,

we have Jç C.

For each/e (0, z), we can write/=z(2£!l ak2~k) where each ak is 0 or 1.

Let cpif)=fjz=.ala2 • • ■ in binary notation. Define (see equations (4))

S(f) =WiJ),        if0</<z/2,

= LiWiJ)),   if z/2</<z.

Then cpiSif)) = .a2a3- ■ ■ so that S is a "shift operator". Consider the

interval (piJ). It contains a subinterval of the form {.a1a2- ■ ■:a1=

bx, ■ ■ ■ , ax=by}. Since the finite sequence bx ■ ■ • bx occurs somewhere

in the binary representation of almost every number in (0, 1), we have

that, for almost all/e (0, z), SkfeJ for some k and, hence, fie C.

Finally, forfe (z, 1), let w(/) be the least integer m such that L'"(/)<z.

Then the function /-*/.'"(/)(/) is piecewise continuous and piecewise

strictly monotone and so maps almost every/in (z, 1) into Cn(0, z).    □

Remark.    We do not know whether Theorem 2 also holds for z in

ih h)-
So far we have studied the manner in which optimality of bold play

depends on the initial fortune/and the house limit z. The dependence on

the win probability w is also interesting. If ir>|, then bold play is certainly
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not optimal since, in this case, UWiZ(f) = l for ail/[3, §4.4]. Theorem 1

asserts that bold play is sometimes less than optimal for small w. It can be    •

shown by an elaborate computation that if z=2/5 and /= 19/40—1/640,

then the strategy which stakes 2/5—1/640 on the first bet and then plays

boldly is better than bold at/for all w e (0, \).
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